
Curriculum Overview 
Year 1  Term 4
Topic: London 

PE
In PE this term, we will be focusing on Athletics and 
perfecting our throwing, catching and jumping skills. 

Jigsaw
This term our topic is ‘Dreams and Goals.’ 

we will be thinking about resilience and 
what this means to us. We will learning 

about the importance of staying motivated 
and positive in order to allow us to achieve 
and consider positive steps we can take to 
make challenges more achievable for us. 

Maths

This term we will continue being 
marvellous mathematicians and 

focusing on comparing numbers and 
mastering our knowledge of numbers 
to 50 in different contexts. We will be 

learning about space, shape and 
measure, comparing different lengths 

and weights. 

English

This term we will become astonishing 
authors and write our own adventure 
stories! We will be reading high quality texts  
such as Katie goes to London, Town Mouse 
and Country Mouse and Charlie and Lola. 
We will use these stories for inspiration to 
write our own wonderful versions. 

We will be learning how to write information 
texts about the famous London landmarks 
as well as uplevelling our vocabulary and  
using a range of punctuation to add detail 
and to excite the reader. 

Computing
This term, we will be focusing on creating digital pictures on 

the computer. We will be learning how to using the Paint 
programme on the computer to create amazing London 

pictures!

Music
This term we will be using 
percussion instruments to 

compose and perform music linked 
to our London topic. 

Science
This term in Science we will be 

learning about plants and what is 
needed for plants to grow strong 

and healthy. 

Geography
This term we will be asking, ‘what is the 

weather like in the UK?’ We will be looking at 
the countries and cities that make up the UK, 

keeping a daily weather record and finding out 
more about hot and cold places in the UK.

R.E
Our focus for the Spring terms will be Christianity, 

Islam and Judaism. We will be looking at festivals they 
celebrate and considering their views and beliefs. We 
will also be learning about the Easter story and what 

this means to Christians. 

Art 
In Art this term we will be using our 

painting skills and different 
mediums to produce London 

landmarks. We will be also study a 
range of famous artists linked to 

our topic. 

D.T
In DT we will be using a range of techniques to design, build 

and create a range of London landmarks. 


